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The ASB approved the highlights of the October meeting. (See agenda item 1.)

1. Attestation Standards

The ASB voted to ballot for issuance as a final standard the eight proposed chapters of the
clarified attestation standards, which were exposed for comment in the exposure draft
Attestation Standards: Clarification and Recodification (ED) which clarifies AT sections
20, 50, 101 and 201 of Statements on Standards for Attestation Engagements (attestation
standards); in the exposure draft Subject-Matter Specific Attestation Standards:
Clarification and Recodification which clarifies AT sections 301, 401, and 601 of the
attestation standards; and in the exposure draft Proposed Statement on Standards for
Attestation Engagements, which clarifies AT section 801 of the attestation standards. The
chapters, once finalized, will be issued as a single Statement on Standards for Attestation
Engagements.
The ASB discussed whether re-exposure was necessary and concluded it was not.
The ASB directed that the following changes be made to the draft for balloting:









Pars. 2.A8 and 3.A8, delete “As part of a non-attest service,”
Insert the following heading above par. 2.82 (3.59) “Responsible Party Refuses to
Provide Assertion.”
Revise the headings above paragraphs 2.82 and 2.84 (3.59 and 3.60) so that they are
subheadings that state “Responsible Party That Is the Engaging Party Refuses to Provide
an Assertion” and “Responsible Party That Is Not the Engaging Party Refuses to Provide
an Assertion,” respectively
Delete paragraphs 2.A110 and 3.A86.
Add application guidance indicating that the option of obtaining an oral assertion rather
than a written assertion when the engaging party is not the responsible party is available
only when the practitioner is reporting on the subject matter, not when the practitioner is
reporting on the assertion.
Add application guidance to explain that the requirement to restrict the use of the report
when the engaging party is not the responsible party and the responsible party provides
an oral assertion or representations
-

applies only when the practitioner is satisfied with the oral assertion or
representations. If not, there is no need to restrict the use of the report because a scope
limitation exists and the practitioner’s report will describe the scope limitation and
say that the subject matter has not been examined.

-

is addressed in paragraph Error! Reference source not found.c with regard to oral
representations and paragraph Error! Reference source not found. with regard to
oral assertions

2. Amendment to AU-C Section 700
The ASB discussed the comments received on exposure of proposed SAS Amendment to
Statement on Auditing Standards No. 122 Section 700, Forming an Opinion and Reporting on
Financial Statements.
The ASB directed the Task Force to make the changes described below. The ASB also directed
that the material accompanying the issuance of the standard explain that the SEC staff considers
that using the PCAOB report wording and layout is necessary to comply with PCAOB auditing
standards.
Changes to the proposed draft requested by the ASB:






Par. 43, revise to “require” instead of “permit” the use of the PCAOB report wording and
layout in dual reporting situations.
Par. A43-A44, retain the phrase “of the financial statements” when referring to the audit.
Revert to using “entities whose audits are [not] within the jurisdiction of the PCAOB”
and not “an entity is [not] an issuer or broker or dealer registered with the SEC”.
Add application material advising auditors to be familiar with the requirements of
applicable law or regulation.
Add application guidance with respect to non-standard reporting considerations (e.g.,
supplemental information and integrated audits).

The ASB discussed deferring the effective date from the date in the exposure draft (reports
issued after December 15, 2015) but did not conclude on a revised date. The ASB will meet on
December 16 through a conference call to vote to ballot the revised draft for issuance as a final
standard.

